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Introduction: Camera fireball networks offer the opportunity 
to  recover  fresh  meteorites,  with  known  orbits  and  hence  an 
(approximate) solar system origin.  Historically, they have been 
less than completely successful, due to the locales chosen and the 
ground-searching  difficulties  that  hence  arose.  The  Desert 
Fireball Network, currently active in Australia, is located over the 
Nullarbor plain in Western Australia; a remote area of the outback 
known  for  good  meteorite  recovery  conditions.  To  date,  the 
embryonic network of only four cameras has produced two falls; 
Bunburra  Rockhole,  an  anomalous  achondrite  [1]  and  Mason 
Gully, an H5 chondrite [2]. This network currently operates using 
film  camera  systems,  which  are  expensive  and  difficult  to 
maintain  in  the  remote  desert  environment,  and  also  limit  the 
opportunities for expansion due to manpower requirements.

Activities: Digital  technology  now means  that  systems  of 
sufficient  accuracy  for  plausible  meteorite  recovery  are  now 
available at reasonable cost, allowing a significant extension to 
the  Desert  Fireball  Network  We  are  currently  developing  and 
deploying  autonomous  digital  cameras,  based  around  several 
models  of  consumer  DSLR  cameras.  The  digital  approach  is 
several advantages; lower cost, hence coverage of a larger area, 
expansion into areas of low/no population (where film cameras 
can't  be used due to  servicing requirements),  and ease of  data 
handling  reducing  management  and  analysis  pipelines.  We 
describe the new systems, and the enhanced network.

As part of this activity, we have had to consider the various 
trade offs between possible network configurations, of cost per 
unit,  vs imaging accuracy/resolution (and hence unit range),  vs 
network area covered, vs feasible ground search area (accuracy of 
estimate  of  fall  position).  We  generate  estimates  of  the  likely 
number of falls we would expect to observe and recover over the 
next few years from the new network.
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